UNFCCC - COP19 at Warsaw – What had happened and what will happen?

《聯合國氣候變化框架公約》第19次締約方會議
華沙會議 何去何從？

Date: 7th December 2013 (Saturday)
Time: 09:00 – 12:00
Venue: Serena Yang Lecture Theatre (P01), Ho Man Tin Campus, The Open University of Hong Kong, 30 Good Shepherd Street, Kowloon.

Speakers:

Dr Jeanne Ng, Director - Group Environmental Affairs, CLP Power
Takeaways from Warsaw; Views on the role of international policy versus local policies on managing climate change and other environmental issues: role of markets, taxes and other policy instruments like restrictions or bans and their impacts on power sector.

Mr Kenneth Wong, Manager - Carbon Credits, New Energy, Group Operations, CLP Power
Latest developments on the UNFCCC negotiations in regards to the post-CDM/JI scheme in Warsaw and what is needed by 2015; Progress on the 7 Chinese carbon trading pilots, especially the Guangdong and Shenzhen one; Implications of the GD and SZ pilots on Hong Kong, ie will HK be included? Which sectors?

Dr John Cheng, Manager - Technology Research & Deployment, New Energy, Group Operations, CLP Power
An introduction to CLP Group’s RE portfolio, how much wind, hydro and solar, and where they are; What types of technologies are needed for low carbon energy and what is the progress of these today, i.e. Technology Roadmap; What are the challenges to adopting and progressing some of these technologies

Panel and Open Discussions: Prof. K. C. Ho (Moderator), Ir. Otto Poon and the 3 Speakers

Language : Cantonese supplemented with English

Did COP19 at Warsaw did anything meaningful to prevent the sky collapsing on us?